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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION TO DPO DRIVER

This manual describes the Digital Processing Oscilloscope Driver
for TEK SPS BASIC software and is meant to accompany the TEK SPS BASIC

Software System manual for systems including one or more DPOs. TEK SPS

BASIC is a modular software containing a system BASIC programming lan-
guage, which all systems include. This system BASIC is described in
the TEK SPS BASIC Software System manual. The TEK SPS BASIC Software
System manual also describes certain non-resident commands which
control the instruments and peripheral 1/0 devices. A basic understand-
ing of these commands will help in understanding this manual.

NOTE

The DPO (DPO.SPS) and R7912 (TD.SPS)
drivers should not be used simulta-
neously unless each type of instrument
is confined to separate CP1100/CP Bus
Interface cards (inside the controller).
This is because the DPO and R7912 use
the same interrupt vectors.

The DPO driver can individually communicate with up to four DPOs

cabled to a system. This communication may be summarized as:

1) reading the status
2) setting the status
3) acquiring waveforms in floating-point format
4) acquiring ASCII readout information
5) sending waveforms to the DPO memory for display
6) displaying ASCII text on the DPO CRT

1 signal averaging

Before discussing the detailed aspects of each one of these opera-
tions, let's take a brief look at how the DPO works. This will aid
your understanding of each of the preceding operations.
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SECTION 2

THE DIGITAL PROCESSING OSCILLOSCOPE

The Digital Processing Oscilloscope is a computer compatible oscil-
loscope. This compatibility comes from taking a standard Tektronix
77T04A Oscilloscope, separating the Acquisition and Display Units, and
reassembling them with a P7001 Processor placed between them. Fig. 2-1
illustrates this. Except for the P7001, the DPO is operated just like
a conventional oscilloscope. Hence the operation of the 7704A oscillos-
cope mainframe and its plug-ins are not discussed here.

The P7001 Processor serves as a three-way interface between the
two portions of the 7704A Oscilloscope and the controller (minicom-
puter). On its one arm, it accepts inputs from the acquisition portion
of the oscilloscope so that waveforms can be digitized and stored in
memory. On its other arm, it directs outputs to the display portion of
the oscilloscope so that digitized and processed waveforms from the
controller can be displayed on the CRT. The two "arms" of the P7001

join to provide a two-way communication link with the controller. The
result is a computerized 175-megahertz oscilloscope.

With the aid of the block diagram in Fig. 2-2 let's take a closer
look at the P7001 Processor to see how it stores, transfers, and dis-
plays data. First, the Signal Interface block acts as a traffic inter-
change for signal paths. This interface provides a path for analog wa-
veforms from the A7704 Acquisition Unit to the Sample and Hold circui-
try and the Analog-to-Digital Converter. It also provides a path for
analog waveforms to the D7704 Display Unit, where they can be display-
ed in the normal oscilloscope format. Furthermore, a path exists
through the Signal Interface for digitized waveforms received from the
P7001 Memory via the Display Generator.

Waveforms from the plug-in units exist in the form of an amplifi-
ed analog signal. The DPO converts this to a digitized waveform that
can be processed by the controller. The first step in digitizing is ac-
complished by the Sample and Hold circuit.

The Sample and Hold circuit samples waveforms at a 6.5 microse-
cond rate and outputs a horizontal and vertical analog value for each
sample. The vertical value is the instantaneous voltage appearing at
the Y-axis input. The horizontal value is the instantaneous value of
the ramp or X-axis voltage.
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Fig. 2-1. The P7001 Processor gives compatibility to
the 7704A Oscilloscope.

To fully represent one trace on the DPO CRT, it is necessary to
sample 512 points. On sweep speeds slower than 0.5 ms/div, all 512
samples can usually be taken during one sweep on the DPO, thereby pro-
viding real-time sampling. Further sweeps merely provide updated sam-

ples. However, on sweep speeds faster than 0.5 ms/div all 512 samples
cannot be taken during one sweep. Thus, sampling of repetitive wave-
forms is done on an equivalent-time basis. In this case, sampling
occurs at different points on the trace, and full sampling is built up
over several sweeps.

2-2 e
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P7001 Processor block diagram.

As each sample is taken, the Analog-to-Digital Converter digitiz-
es the sample. The vertical analog value is converted to a 10-bit word
in the range of 0 to 1777 octal. The software later converts this
value to a base-10 number in the range of 0 to 1023. Point 049 corres-
ponds to one division below the bottom CRT graticule line and point
102349 corresponds to one division above the top graticule line. The

horizontal analog value of the sample is converted to a 9-bit word in
the range of 0 to 777 octal. Again, the software converts this value
to a base-10 number in the range of 0 to 511. In this case, point 019
corresponds to the left-hand graticule line and point 51149 corres-
ponds to the right-hand graticule line.
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After the horizontal and vertical values of each sample have been
converted to digital words, they are sent to the Memory board of the
P7001. The horizontal word will become the address (location) at which
the value is stored, and the vertical word will be the data value that
is stored in that address. Assuming a 4K memory is being used, up to
four waveforms may be stored. These waveforms consist of 512 mantissa
values and associated scale factors and units. Space in memory is also
reserved for storing zero-reference values, zero-reference messages,
and other messages generated by the controller.

Once the digitized data values have been stored in memory, they
can be displayed on the CRT by means of the Display Generator. This is
essentially a Digital-to-Analog Converter that converts the vertical
and horizontal words back to an analog format suitable for display.
The Display Generator also vectors between data points when an incom-
plete set of waveform samples is encountered.

Associated with the Display Generator is the Readout Interface.
It processes analog scale-factor signals from the plug-ins into an
ASCII format that can be stored in memory. Also, when a waveform is
called up for display through the Display Generator, the Readout Inter-
face converts the ASC1I scale-factor values back to analog values for
display on the CRT.

In most cases, it is necessary to send the digitized waveform
values to the controller for processing. This transfer is accomplished
by the Input/Output interface, more specifically known as the DPO/CP

Bus Interface. It provides the control link between the P7001 Proces-
sor and the controller. Thus values can be sent to the controller for
processing, and the processed values can be received by the DPO for
display.

Data transfer between the controller and DPO can be initiated by
either the terminal or the Front-Panel control of the P7001. This
P7001 circuit board contains all of the pushbuttons on the P7001 front
panel. It monitors which buttons are pressed, sets the DPO status ac-
cordingly, and lights the appropriate buttons to indicate the DPO

status. The purpose of these P7001 front-panel buttons will be discus-
sed shortly.
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All of the blocks in the P7001, except the Signal Interface and
the Sample and Hold circuit are connected directly to an Asynchronous
Bus. This bus allows each block to interactively work with other
blocks on the bus so that various P7001 operations can be performed.

The DPO front-panel buttons allow you to store a waveform, to
select the display source (either from the plug-ins or a particular
memory location), to send a waveform to the controller for processing,
or to receive a waveform for display on the DPO. The DPO Program Call
buttons also allow you to generate interrupts which can be used to
execute various programs in memory. Each of these operations will be
discussed in the next section.
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SECTION 3

THE DPO DRIVER

Loading
the

DPODriver
The first step in DPO communication is to load the DPO driver

into controller memory from the peripheral device on which it's
stored. This is done with the LOAD command which has the following
format:

LOAD [device [drive no.]:] / {i} , file name [,file name] ...

Normally, the driver is stored on the system device, so the fol-
lowing command can be used:

LOAD "DPO.SPS" or simply LOAD "DPO"

where "DPO.SPS" is the name of the DPO driver. (If no extension is
specified, the LOAD command assumes a .SPS extension.) As a second ex-
ample, suppose the DPO driver is stored on the right-hand drive of the
TEKTRONIX CP100 CASSETTE. Then the following command should be used:

LOAD CT1:"DPO"

where CT1 is the symbol of the right-hand drive of the CP100.

When the DPO driver is no longer needed, it may be deleted from
memory by executing:

RELEASE "DPO"

Notice that the .SPS extension is assumed if none is specified.
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Putting

Instruments

On-Line

Normally, your system will have been cabled and installed on site
by a Tektronix field engineer. In this case, the system should be oper-
ational as soon as the master power switch is turned on. Even so, it
is necessary to understand a few facts about the strapping options
which allow the controller (and software) to communicate with a partic-
ular DPO.

Since TEK SPS BASIC supports an instrument configuration with up
to four DPOs, there must be some means of selecting a particular in-
strument via both the hardware and software. In terms of hardware,
this instrument selection is facilitated by a number in the range of 0

to 31 referred to as the Hardware Unit Number (HUN). The HUN may be
thought of as the name by which the controller addresses a particular
DPO. Depending on interface strapping options, a DPO may be assigned
any HUN in the range of 0 to 31; however, no more than one instrument
(DPO or R7912) may have the same HUN. Otherwise there will be a loss
of identity and resulting confusion.

The HUN is determined by two sets of straps on the CP Bus Interfa-
ce system: The Group Select straps and the Device Select straps. The ae
Group Select straps are located on the CP1100/CP Bus Interface (a
circuit card inside the controller) and determine the Group number of
the instrument. The Device Select straps are located on the DPO/CP Bus
Interface (a circuit card inside the DPO) and determine the Device
number of the instrument. The Hardware Unit Number is thus determined
according to Table 3-1. (For more information on determining the
Hardware Unit Number of an instrument or setting the strap options,
refer to the CP1100/CP Bus Interface manual - Tektronix, Inc.)

Assuming that each instrument has been assigned to a unique HUN,

there is still another step in establishing communication between the
instrument and controller. Specifically, an Instrument Logical Unit
Number (ILUN) must be assigned to the instrument by the ATTACH com-
mand. Until an instrument has been ATTACHed to the system, the
software will not allow the controller to recognize the instrument.

3-2 @
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TABLE 3-1

Determining Hardware Unit Numbers

Group
Select
Strap
Settings

Device Select Strap Settings

The format of the ATTACH command is:

ATTACH #ilun AS driver name hun:

where ilun is the Instrument Logical Unit Number and hun is the
Hardware Unit Number. For example:

ATTACH #5 AS DPOG:

This command asigns Instrument Logical Unit Number 5 to the DPO whose
Hardware Unit Number is @. Hereafter, this DPO will always be referen-
ced as #5 until it is DETACHed from the system.

The format of DETACH is simply:

DETACH #ilun

Thus the command
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DETACH #5

will dissassociate the instrument whose ILUN is 5. Therefore #5 could
be used as the ILUN for some other instrument. When an instrument is
DETACHed from the system, no more communication can occur until it is
ATTACHed again.

Waveform
Acquisition

andTransfer
Waveform storage in the P7001 memory is accomplished with the PUT

command as explained later. This operation can also be performed manu-

ally by using the STORE, MEMORY LOCATION, START, and HOLD buttons on
the DPO. Assuming that the P7001 contains a 4K memory, up to four wave-
forms may be stored in the DPO at one time. Regardless of the method
of storage, three classes of information are stored for each waveform:

1) 512 unscaled mantissa values.

2) Up to 80 characters of ASCII text corresponding to the
readout for the vertical and horizontal scale-factor information.

3) A zero-reference value.

Before further discussing how to store waveforms under program con-
trol, let's review how to store a waveform with the P7001 pushbuttons.

StoringWaveforms
with
P7001

Pushbuttons. With the P7001 in the
PLUG-INS mode, the first step in storing a waveform from the plug-ins
is to input and display the waveform on the DPO. Once you have determi-
ned that the waveform is indeed the one you want to store, it may be
stored in the P7001 by following this sequence:

1) Press STORE. Note that the DISPLAY SOURCE indicator lights
change from PLUG-INS to BOTH, due to the hardware in the DPO.
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2) Press the MEMORY LOCATION button(s) corresponding to the
desired P7001 storage location(s). For example: if button A is pres-
sed, the waveform will be stored in P7001 memory location A. Allowable
memory locations for multiple waveform storage are specified in the
DPO Operator's Manual.

3) Press START. This begins storing values in the P7001 memory.

4) Press HOLD, after the waveform has been satisfactorily dis-
played on the CRT. Pressing HOLD causes a message to be displayed on
the CRT asking you to provide a zero reference by grounding the probe
and pressing PROGRAM CALL button 14. This zero-reference request
appears for each waveform stored; it may be satisfied by performing
either step 5a or 5b below.

5) a. Press PROGRAM CALL button 14 after grounding the probe.
This determines the ground (zero-reference) value and stores it in the
P7001 memory.

-or-

5) b. Press some other PROGRAM CALL button. This uses the previ-
ously stored zero reference as the zero reference for the newly stored
waveform. It also causes the interrupt (generated by the PROGRAM CALL

button) to be processed by the controller.

Step 5 must be repeated once for each waveform stored.

In the above described sequence of P7001 pushbutton operations,
pressing START causes the selected memory location to be cleared of
non-zero mantissa values. The existing scale-factor information is
overwritten by the scale-factor information for the waveform being
stored. (The previously stored zero reference is left undisturbed
until later options are taken.) More importantly, the waveform is pseu-
dorandomly sampled at a 6.5 microsecond rate (under optimum condi-
tions), and the resulting horizontal and vertical amplitude samples
are digitized.
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Each horizontal sample that occurs corresponds to one of 512 pos-
sible mantissa addresses for the chosen storage location. These mantis-
sa addresses are arranged so that the first address (P7001 array
element 0) corresponds to the left-hand CRT graticule line, and the
last mantissa address (P7001 array element 511) corresponds to the
right-hand CRT graticule line.

As each pseudorandom sample is taken during the horizontal sweep
time, the vertical amplitude of the waveform at the sample point is di-
gitized and expressed as a 10-bit unscaled mantissa value. This mantis-
sa value represents the waveform's amplitude value relative to a digi-
tizing reference that exists one division below the bottom CRT graticu-
le line. There are 1024 possible amplitude levels available for expres-
sion of the mantissa value, and the mantissa values are stored in the
P7001 as unscaled integers in the range of 0 to 1023. (The stored vert-
ical scale factor provides vertical scaling information.) A mantissa
value of 0 corresponds to one division below the bottom CRT graticule
line, and 1023 corresponds to one division above the top CRT graticule
line. (See Fig. 3-1.)

When HOLD is pressed, the sampling and digitizing ceases, and the
existing digitized samples are fixed in the selected P7001 memory loca-
tion. Also, after pressing HOLD, a software generated request for zero
reference appears on the DPO CRT. When this request is acknowledged by
grounding the probe and pressing PROGRAM CALL button 14 (step 5a), 32
samples of the provided ground reference are sampled and digitized.
The average of these 32 samples is then used to replace the previously
existing zero-reference value. If step 5b is executed instead, the ex-
isting zero-reference value is retained.

When more than one trace is stored (either manually or under
program control, the zero-reference level must be acquired for each
memory location from which data is stored. For each trace stored, the
CRT displayed zero-reference request must be followed precisely so
that the correct zero-reference values are individually collected and
stored with their respective waveforms.
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te oook

1 ' 'ieeeebeo
Fig. 3-1. Diagram of DPO CRT. Top and bottom divisions

shown with dotted lines are not displayed.

For example, when multiple waveforms are stored with the DPO, a
message of the following type will appear on the CRT.

TO STORE ZERO REF FOR MEM LOC A SELECT

PROPER CHANNEL. GROUND PROBE. PRESS 14.

For this message, you would set the DPO mainframe to LEFT vertical
mode and set the left vertical plug-in to CHANNEL 1 mode if it is a
dual-trace unit. Then ground the probe and press PROGRAM CALL Button
14. The zero reference for each memory location must be supplied with
the mainframe VERTICAL MODE buttons (located at the top of the A7704)
and plug-in DISPLAY MODE selectors (located on dual-channel plug-ins
only). (They are set solely for the waveform stored in the memory loca-
tion being supplied with zero-reference information.)
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For multiple-trace storage, the best results are obtained when

the DPO mainframe switching mode is set to ALT and the plug-in switch-
ing mode is set to CHOP. Also, the number of P7001 memory locations se-
lected should correspond to the number of traces being stored. Exactly
which memory location to select can be determined by applying the fol-
lowing guidelines:

1) Single Trace - may be stored in any one memory location: may
be stored simultaneously in A and B for a left vertical source or in C

and D for a right vertical source.

2) Dual Trace - may be stored by selecting A or B for left vert-
ical and C or D for right vertical.

3): Three Traces - may be stored by selecting both memory loca-
tions corresponding to the dual-channel plug-in position, A and B for
left vertical or C and D for right vertical, and either memory loca-
tion corresponding to the single trace source.

4) Four Traces - may be stored by selecting all memory loca-
tions simultaneously. Left vertical CH 1 will go to A and CH 2 to B.

Right vertical CH 1 will go to C and CH 2 to D.

These rules should be followed for both multiple-trace storage of
multiple-trace signal averaging (explained shortly).
WaveformStoragewiththePUTCommand. The just described sequen-

ce of pushbutton operations may be performed under program control
with the PUT command. To initiate the STORE operation in the DPO, the
following format of PUT may be used:

PUT "STO" INTO #ilun, vaowr vowE

3-8 ée
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This command addresses the DPO whose Instrument Logical Unit Number is
ilun and sets all four status registers (front panel, A/D, readout,
and display generator) to the STORE mode. The second argument in
quotes specifies which memory location(s) (A, B, C, and/or D) are to
be set. For example:

100 PUT "STO" INTO #5,"A,C"

This command sets memory locations A and C of DPO #5 to the STORE

mode. The 512 waveform samples will continuously be updated until DPO

memory locations A and C are set to the HOLD mode. The DPO front panel
lights will indicate that waveforms are being stored in memory loca-
tions A and C.

To display a DPO memory location or to stop the storing of a wave-
form, set the corresponding memory location(s) to the HOLD mode. This
is done with the following format of the PUT command:

PUT "HOL" INTO #ilun, vowe> vows

This command addresses the DPO whose Instrument Logical Unit Number is
ilun and sets all four status registers to the HOLD mode. The DPO

front panel lights will indicate which memory locations are being held
for display. For example:

11@ PUT "HOL" INTO #5,"A,C"

This command sets memory locations A and C of DPO #5 to the HOLD mode,
thereby terminating the storage process begun at line 100 above.
However, the waveform will be stored without regard for the zero-
reference level. (That is, the previous zero-reference level will be
used.)
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1f you want to store a waveform corrected for the new ground-
reference level, execute the following command format in place of PUT

SHOLT

PUT "ZHO" INTO #ilun, vowr vowD>

If the PUT "STO" command was previously issued and this command is exe-
cuted, the storing ceases and a message requesting a zero reference is
displayed on the DPO CRT (assuming the DPO is in the PLUG-INS or
MEMORY display mode). To store a zero reference, ground the probe (or
the plug-in) and press PROGRAM CALL button 14 on the DPO. This button
should be pressed once for each memory location to be stored into. If
you press any other button that can cause an interrupt, the previous
zero reference is kept and the message is erased. For multiple-trace
storage, the previously mentioned rules apply (see heading "Storing Wa-

veforms with P7001 Pushbuttons").

In general, it is best to put a delay between the STORE and HOLD

operations. The delay should be long enough to allow the waveform to
be stored in its entirety before the HOLD process starts. The WAIT

command is ideally suited for this purpose and is demonstrated in the
following acquisition program.

200 PUT "STO" INTO #5,"C"
210 WAIT 500
220 PUT "MEM" INTO #5

230 PUT "ZHO" INTO #5,"C"

Line 200 puts DPO #5 into a mode which stores the input waveform into
memory location C. (The PLUG-INS and STORE:C lights of the DPO are lit
to indicate this condition.) Line 210 causes the controller to pause
approximately 500 milliseconds before executing line 220. Line 220
sets the DPO display source to MEMORY so that the zero-reference
request message (generated at line 230) can be seen. This format of
PUT will be further explained later. When line 230 is reached, the
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storage process ceases as indicated by the lighting of the HOLD

button. Also, since a "ZHO" argument was specified, a message is dis-
played on the DPO CRT requesting the user to supply a ground-reference
level. When PROGRAM CALL button 14 is pressed, the ground-reference
level is acquired and used to adjust the waveform values.

AcquiringWaveforms
into

Controller

Memory. After a waveform has
been stored in DPO memory, it may be transferred to a controller array
or waveform with the GET command. The format of GET when used for this
purpose is:

array arrayGer ecco [: (recareratl a. nO eau, vawE> vaw>

The destination argument must either be a 512-element floating-point
array or 512-element floating-point waveform. The "ilun" argument spec-
ifies the Instrument Logical Unit Number of the DPO whose data is to
be acquired. The string expression following the ilun selects the
memory locations whose data is to be acquired. Since there is a one-
to-one correspondence between destination arrays or waveforms and the
source memory locations, there must be an equal number of each.

Each of the destination arrays or waveforms are filled with "nor-
malized" data. This means that any points not stored are interpolated
or extrapolated to provide a complete set of waveform samples. Then
the zero-reference is subtracted from each sample and the resulting
values are multiplied by the vertical scale factor. Furthermore, if
the destination argument is a waveform, the data sampling interval,
horizontal units and vertical units are returned in appropriate varia-
bles.

As an example of waveform acquisition, let's suppose that memory
locations A and C of DPO #5 contain waveforms. To read these waveforms
into controller memory, the following routine could be used:
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300 WAVEFORM WA IS A(511),SA,HA$,VA$
310 WAVEFORM WC IS C(511),SC,HC$,VC$
320 GET WA,WC FROM #5,"A","C"
33@ GRAPH WA,WC

340 END

Line 300 defines waveform WA to be: a 512-element array A, its data
sampling interval SA, and its horizontal and vertical units HA$ and
VA$, respectively. Similarly line 310 defines waveform WC to be: a
512-element array C, its data sampling interval SC, and its horizontal
and vertical units HC$ and VC$. Notice that arrays A and C are dimensi-
oned by the WAVEFORM commands. With waveforms WA and WC now defined,
line 320 addresses DPO #5 and GETs the waveforms stored in memory loca-
tions A and C. The waveform in memory location A is read into array A

in the controller, and the waveform in memory location C is read into
array C in the controller. The units and data sampling intervals are
also acquired in the process. Finally, line 330 GRAPHs waveforms WA

and WC on the terminal screen, assuming you have the GRAPH command in
your software system. (Since GRAPH is a non-resident command, it will
be auto-loaded unless it was previously loaded into memory.) The graph
will reflect the acquired units and data sampling intervals.SendingDatatotheDPQ. The PUT command can be used to transfer
an array or waveform to the DPO. When used for this purpose, the
format of PUT is:

array, arrayee alae [: (eee +++ INTO #ilun vawE> vaw>

The source array must be either a 512-element floating-point array or
512-element floating-point waveform. The "ilun" argument specifies the
Instrument Logical Unit Number of the DPO whose memory location(s)
will receive data. The string expression(s) following the ilun is/are
the memory location(s) which serve as the destination(s) for the trans-
ferred data. For example:
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PUT WA,WC INTO #5, "B","D"

This statement addresses the DPO whose Instrument Logical Unit Number

is 5. It then sends waveform WA to memory location B and waveform WC

to memory location D. Memory locations B and D could then be displayed
with the statements:

PUT "MEM" INTO #5 \ PUT "HOL" INTO #5,"B","D"

These statements are concatenated with a backslash character. The

first statement sets the DPO Display Source to MEMORY and the second
statement sets Memory Locations B and D to HOLD.

DPOSignal Averaging. TEK SPS BASIC provides two modes of stable
averaging for DPO waveforms - a normal mode and a fast mode. The
normal mode of signal averaging clears each sample from the P7001 Pro-
cessor after it has been added to the average. Then it checks the next
sample to ensure that it is valid (i.e., the waveform has been sampled
and a nonzero sample provided) before adding it to the average. The

fast averaging mode does not check the validity of each sample; hence,
it executes faster than normal averaging. However, each point in fast
averaging may deviate from the true signal amplitude at that point,
following the averaging. Thus, the fast-average mode should be used
for quick previews only.

To signal average waveforms from a DPO, a zero reference should
be stored in each memory location in which data is averaged. This may
be done by first storing the signal to be averaged in one of the P7001

memory locations. Then, following the message displayed on the DPO CRT

at the time of waveform storage, ground the probe and press PROGRAM

CALL Button 14.

Normal averaging requires that the waveform being averaged occupy
a full ten centimeters horizontally on the CRT of the D7704 DISPLAY

UNIT. If it does not, the averaging operation will not complete, and a
restart from location 0 will be required for an exit from the averag-
ing routine. If the real-time waveform display is not occupying the
full ten centimeters of graticule, the horizontal position control on
the Time-Base plug-in should be adjusted to provide the required dis-
play.
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With the zero-reference value(s) stored and the real-time wave-
form applied to selected vertical plug-in(s) of the DPO, the average
operation may be begun. An averaged DPO signal is obtained with the
GET command as follows:

array arrayGET (acon oeyevorm |: «FROM #ilun "AVEn[F], vown>

The destination arrays are either 512-element floating-point arrays or
512-element floating-point waveforms. The data is acquired from the
DPO whose Instrument Logical Unit Number is given by the "ilun" argu-
ment. The "n" in the source argument specifies the number of averages;
it may range from 1 to 32767. Up to four signals can be simultaneously
averaged depending on which combinations of memory locations (A

through D) are specified. If the "F" is included in the string expres-
sion, a fast average is performed. This means that the driver does not
wait for the DPO to store a point before averaging that point - as ex-
plained previously.

The average operation sets the DPO to store mode and returns the
DPO to the mode it was in before the start of the average. The data re-
turned is normalized. Also, if a waveform is specified as the destina-
tion, the data sampling interval, horizontal units and vertical units
are returned.

The average operation uses the previously stored zero-reference
value in normalizing the averaged data. Thus, you will probably want
to store a zero-reference value into the memory location(s) whose data
is to be averaged. For example, the following program stores a zero-
reference value in memory location C and then averages data (16 times)
via that memory location. This program assumes that the DPO driver has
been LOADed and that a DPO is ATTACHed as Instrument Logical Unit
Number 1. Here is the program:

vowD>
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10 REM PROGRAM TO ACQUIRE AN AVERAGED WAVEFORM

20 PUT "PI" INTO #1

30 PRINT "INPUT WAVEFORM TO VERTICAL PLUG-IN; WAVEFORMS MUST SPAN 10 DIVS"
4g PRINT "UNGROUND PROBE AND ADJUST KNOBS FOR PROPER SENSITIVITY"
50 PRINT "PRESS 'RETURN' WHEN READY"

6@ WAIT/PAGE

70 WAVEFORM WC IS C(511),SC,HC$,VC$
80 PUT "STO" INTO #1,"C"
9@ PUT "MEM" INTO #1

108 PUT "ZHO" INTO #1,"C"
11@ PRINT "TO ACQUIRE GROUND-REFERENCE LEVEL, GROUND PROBE OR PLUG-IN"
126 PRINT "PRESS 'PROGRAM CALL' BUTTON 14 ON DPO - PRESS 'RETURN' WHEN READY"

13@ WAIT/PAGE
14@ PUT "PI" INTO #1

150 PRINT "TO ACQUIRE AVERAGED WAVEFORM, UNGROUND PROBE OR PLUG-IN"
160 PRINT "PRESS 'RETURN' WHEN READY"

176 WAIT/PAGE
186 GET WC FROM #1, "AVE16,C"
198 GRAPH WC

200 END

The program begins by explaining the purpose of the program and
setting the DPO to PLUG-INS display mode. Lines 30 through 50 instruct
the user to input the waveform and set up the DPO for proper trigger-
ing and display. After the WAIT is exited by a keyboard interrupt, the
screen is erased and waveform WC is defined. At line 80, the DPO is
set to store in Memory Location C, and the display source is changed
to MEMORY (for display of the zero-reference request message). At line
100 the storage process terminates with the zero-reference request mes-
sage. This message is reitterated on the terminal screen. After you
have grounded the probe, pressed PROGRAM CALL button 14, and pressed
the RETURN key, the WAIT is exited and the screen is erased.

At this point the user is instructed to unground the probe and to
press RETURN when ready. This erases the screen and signal averages
the input waveform 16 times into waveform WC via memory location C. Fi-
nally, waveform WC is graphed on the terminal screen.
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The same basic program could be modified for multiple signal aver-
aging. The important difference is that a zero-reference level must be

acquired for each memory location from which data is averaged. When

multiple traces are stored, the CRT displayed zero-reference request
must be followed precisely so that the correct zero-reference values
are individually collected and stored with their respective waveforms.
Also, the previously mentioned rules for multiple-trace storage also
apply to multiple-trace signal averaging.

The question sometimes arises as to how many averages should be

specified. There is no one answer to this question. However, as a rule
of thumb several hundred to several thousand averages may be required
to recover signals nearly buried in noise. For signals with moderate
noise, 128 averages may be enough. With low noise, 32 may be all that
is required. In any case, the exact number of averages required is de-
pendent upon the desired improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.

Summing a signal M times improves the signal-to-noise (SA) ratio
by MM. If M can be expressed as a power of 2, then the improvement in
the S/y ratio will correspond to 3dB per power of 2. TEK SPS BASIC

signal averaging allows a maximum of 215-32768 averages, which corres-
ponds 15x3dB=45dB maximum improvement in the S/y ratio.

ReadingtheA/DConverter. In some applications it is particular-
ly advantageous to read the last value processed by the DPO's Analog-
to-Digital Converter. This value can be obtained with the following
command format:

GET (eraetarray oacee ENO ue Silom, yavs

The value returned is an integer in the range of 0 to 1023. It is ac-
quired from the DPO ATTACHed as #ilun and is entered in the specified
variable or array element.

One of the more valuable applications of this format of GET is ac-
quiring long-term records of slowly varying phenomena. This can be
done by enclosing the GET command in a FOR loop. For example, to
acquire a 1024 element array X, the following routine could be used to
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acquire data from DPO #1.

10 DIM X(1023)
20 FOR 1=G TO 1023
30 GET X(I) FROM #1,"AD"
4g NEXT I
50 END

The loop in this routine takes about 8 seconds to execute on a TEKTRON-

IX ‘CP1151 Controller. However, the execution time (i.e., acquisition
time) can be lengthened by including a WAIT statement in the loop and

specifying the desired number of milliseconds. After a period of trial
and error, the loop can be adjusted to match the desired acquisition
time. Of course the data returned in array X is integer data; thus you
may want to normalize it and adjust it for the ground-reference level
before processing it.ReadingandSettingDPOStatusReadingtheStatusoftheSingleSweep. There is only one program-
mable feature of the DPO plug-ins. This is the single-sweep function
on the time base. To read the status of the single sweep, use a GET

command of the following format:

GET string variable FROM #ilun, "SWE"

This command GETs the sweep status from the DPO whose Instrument
Logical Unit Number is given by the “ilun" argument. The status is re-
turned in the specified string variable. The status variable may then
be printed to yield one of the following:

SSU - single sweep unarmed
SSA - single sweep armed
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Armingthe
Single Sweep. The single-sweep feature of the DPO time

base can be armed with a PUT command of the following format:

PUT "SSA" INTO #ilun

This command arms the sweep of the DPO whose Instrument Logical Unit
Number is given by the "ilun" argument. A string variable containing
"SSA" can be used in place of the string expression.

As an example, suppose you want to arm the sweep of a DPO ATTA-

CHed as #5. This could be done with the command:

PUT "SSA" INTO #5

Following this command, you could read the sweep status with the conca-
tenated commands:

GET A$ FROM #5,"SWE"\PRINT A$

An "SSA" or "SSU" would be printed on the terminal depending on
whether the sweep was armed or unarmed at the time the GET command was
executed.

Selecting the DPO Display Source. As previously demonstrated, the
DPO Display Source may be selected either manually or under program
control. To select the Display Source remotely, use the following
format of PUT:

i

"(PL "
PUT {sc INTO #ilun

MEM

This command addresses the DPO ATTACHed as #ilun and selects either
the PLUG-INS (PI), BOTH (BOT) or MEMORY (MEM) Display Source. For exam-

ple, the following command would address DPO #5 and select the MEMORY

Display Source:

PUT "MEM" INTO #5
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NOTE

The PUT command also allows
you to select a particular
Memory Location for storage
(sTOre) or display (HOLd).
This is explained previously
under the heading "Waveform
Storage with the PUT Command."

Recognizing
DPO Interrupts. Various DPO-generated interrupts can

be scheduled on a priority basis by the WHEN command. The format of
this command is:

WHEN #ilun [HAS event][AT priority] GOSUB line number

This command schedules interrupts from the instrument ATTACHed as
#ilun. The expression following "AT" specifies the priority at which
the interrupt routine will be executed. It may range from a high of
126 to a low of 0. If none is specified, the default priority of the
driver (51) is assumed. When the specified event occurs, the corres-
ponding interrupt routine (starting at the specified line number) is
executed if its priority is higher than the system priority. (System
priority ranges from a high of 126 to a low of 0; it defaults to 50
unless modified by a PRIORIY command or an interrupting WHEN routine.)
For more information on interrupt processing see Section 6 of the TEK
SPS BASIC Software System manual entitled "Instrument Communications".

Like the "priority" argument, the "event" argument is optional.
If none is specified, any DPO interrupt will execute the associated in-
terrupt routine whenever system priority falls below the priority spec-
ified (or assumed by default) in the WHEN command.

Any of the following key words may be used as the string expres-
sion to specify the type of interrupt that will be recognized.

" This type of WHEN command transfers program
control to the specified line number when a
sequence of SEND-waveform-START buttons are
pressed on the DPO front panel. More than
one waveform button can be pressed and recog-
nized if the appropriate WHEN’s are set.

"SND vowE
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"CB1" through "CB15" These are the DPO PROGRAM CALL buttons.
"CB14" can be used for terminating a
zero-reference acquisition as well as
generating an interrupt.

At This works the same way as SEND except
"REC B that the RECEIVE button is recognized

C instead of SEND.

D

"SSC" This type of WHEN command transfers program
control when the single-sweep-complete
interrupt occurs. It is only recognized
if the single sweep was armed with a
PUT command. (Manual arming is not
recognized.)

An IGNORE command of the following form can be used to disable any of
the preceeding interrupts.

IGNORE #ilun [,string expression]

The string expression must be one of the preceeding list of keywords.
If none is specified, all interrupts for the DPO are ignored. Likewise
an END, STOP, or Control-P instruction can be used to disable all in-
terrupts.

One of the more important uses of the WHEN command is recognizing
interrupts from the DPO PROGRAM CALL buttons. These buttons were so
named because they can be programmed to begin program execution ata
particular line number. This is particularly useful where you have a
series of short routines which must frequently be executed. By press-
ing the appropriate button you can immediately select the next routine
to be executed.
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As an example of programming the PROGRAM CALL buttons, consider
the following routine. This assumes that DPO #1 is being addressed.

100 WHEN #1 HAS "CB1" GOSUB 200
110 WHEN #1 HAS "CB2" GOSUB 210
120 WHEN #1 HAS "CB3" GOSUB 220
130 WHEN #1 HAS "CB15" AT 126 GOSUB 230
15@ GOTO 150
200 PRINT "BUTTON - 1"\RETURN

210 PRINT "BUTTON - 2"\RETURN
220 PRINT "BUTTON - 3"\RETURN

230 PRINT "OPERATION HALTED"\RETURN

The program begins by setting up interrupt routines for PROGRAM CALL

buttons 1 through 3. These interrupt routines have equal priority.
(Since no priority was specified in the first three WHEN commands, a
priority of 51 is used by default.) The associated interrupt routines
are found in lines 200 through 220 which simply print which buttons
were pressed. Line 130 sets up an interrupt routine for PROGRAM CALL

button 15, which in this case functions as a halt button. Since it has
a priority of 126 (the highest possible) it can be used to interrupt
any other interrupts of lesser priority. In each case, after the inter-
rupt routine has been completed, the program loops at 150 waiting for
a further interrupt. To stop this program, press Control-P. However,
Control-P disables all interrupts so that the program must be RUN

again before the PROGRAM CALL interrupts can be recognized.

Another useful function of the WHEN command is in detecting inter-
rupts from the SEND and RECEIVE buttons on the DPO. (The SEND and
RECEIVE buttons do not automatically transfer waveforms in TEK SPS

BASIC.) For example, the following routine defines four waveforms in
controller memory. Then when a sequence of SEND, Memory Location:A, B,
C, or D, and START is pressed, data is transfered from the selected
memory location to the corresponding waveform array in controller
memory. Also the waveform is graphed on the terminal screen. Finally,
the routine enters a busy loop waiting for another interrupt to occur.
This routine accesses the DPO ATTACHed as #5.
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110 WAVEFORM WA IS A(511),SA,HA$,VA$ a120 WAVEFORM WB IS B(511),SB,HB$, VB$
130 WAVEFORM WC IS C(511),SC,HC$,VC$
14@ WAVEFORM WD IS D(511),SD,HD$,VD$
15@ WHEN #5 Hag’ "SNDA" GOSUB 250
160 WHEN #5 HAS "SNDB" GOSUB 260
170 WHEN #5 HAS "SNDC" GOSUB 270
180 WHEN #5 HAS "SNDD" GOSUB 280
208 GOTO 200
250 GET WA FROM #5,"A"
255 PAGE\GRAPH WA\RETURN

260 GET WB FROM #5,"B"
265 PAGE\GRAPH WB\RETURN

270 GET WC FROM #5,"C"
275 PAGE\GRAPH WC\RETURN

280 GET WD FROM #5,"D"
285 PAGE\GRAPH WD\RETURN

In order to interrupt this routine, Control-P must be enterred on
the terminal. However, since Control-P disables all WHEN commands, the
program must be run again before it can be used.

A similar routine could be written which would detect DPO inter-
rupts from a sequence of RECEIVE, Memory Location:A, B, C, or D, and
START. This could be used to transfer data from controller arrays to
designated memory locations in the DPO.

DisplayandAcquisitionofASCIIText
TEK SPS BASIC has two commands which deal with readout informa-

tion displayed on the DPO CRT. The PUT command is used in displaying
text on the DPO CRT and in labeling a particular DPO memory location.
Conversely, the GET command is used to acquire ASCII readout informa-
tion from a particular memory location. Before examining each of these
operations we need to take a brief look at which characters can be
stored and where they are stored in P7001 memory.
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The memory of the P7001 Processor consists of two major sections.
The first section of memory is dedicated to storing waveforms for
display on the DPO CRT by the readout interface. This latter section
of memory is divided into 16 areas (four fields per waveform location)
six of which are available to the user through TEK SPS BASIC.

Four of the available areas, field zero of waveforms A through D,

are used for storing scale-factor messages that occur during waveform
storage and transfer operations. Also, labeled messages generated by
the PUT command are contained within field zero of the waveform loca-
tion addressed by the PUT command. Field one of waveform A and field
one of waveform B are the two remaining areas. Field one of A is used
to store displayed messages generated by the PUT command. Field one of
B is used to store zero-reference requests generated by the controller
during waveform storage. Fig. 3-2 shows a functional diagram of the 4K

P7001 memory. (Refer to the DPO Operators manual for more information,
such as memory locations in 1K, 2K, and 3K memories.)

MEMORY WAVEFORM WAVEFORM WAVEFORM WAVEFORM
LOCATION STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE

CRT READOUT,|CRT READOUT,|CRT READOUT,|CRTREADOUT,FIELD 0 LABELED LABELED LABELED LABELED
MESSAGES MESSAGES MESSAGES MESSAGES

CRT READOUT,
FIELD 1 DISPLAYED

MESSAGES

CRT READOUT,
ZERO REF. REQ.

FIELD 2

Fig. 3-2. Functional diagram of 4K P7001 memory.
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Displayable Characters. The set of characters displayable on the =
DPO CRT readout is a subset of the full 96 character ASCII code set.
The characters available are: the digits 0 through 9; all upper-case
letters; the lower-case letters c, d, m, n, Pp, Uj and the six char-
acters ., <, /, +, -, and >. There are three additional non-ASCII char-
acters available by outputting the ASCII characters shown in Table 3-
2.

TABLE 3-2

ASCII Character jeelesdoUncharacCharacter

Since a standard computer terminal has only upper case letters, a
special method is used to input the six lower case letters from the
keyboard. Whenever the CTRL key and R key are typed simultaneously
(°R), it will not be echoed. Instead, the next character to be typed
will be converted to lower case before it is stored.Displaying
MessagesontheDPOCRT. The PUT command may be used

to send various messages to the P7001 for display on the DPO CRT. The

messages consist of the previously described character set and may
have a length of up to 80 characters. The format of the PUT command,
when used for this purpose, is:

string variableoS pies expression \ INTO #ilun, "DIS"

This command stores the first 80 characters of the source string varia-
ble or string expression into field 1A of the DPO memory. If the
source string is less than 80 characters, the remainder of the field
is filled with nulls. The command then sets the readout to display
field 1A and sets the front panel display source to MEMORY.
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Displayed messages appear beginning at the upper-left corner and
ending at the lower-right corner of the DPO CRT; they occupy the space
normally used for scale factors and zero-reference levels. However, a
displayed message does not modify the stored readout (such as scale
factors and units) associated with any of the four DPO memory loca-
tions. It merely displays the message in the portion of screen used by
the readout. In fact, pressing any MEMORY LOCATION button on the DPO

will extinguish the displayed message and redisplay the contents of
the selected memory location.

As an example, the following command will display the message
"LASER EXPERIMENTS" in the upper-left corner of the CRT if the DPO

Display Source is set to BOTH or MEMORY:

PUT "LASER EXPERIMENTS" INTO #1,"DIS"

This assumes that the DPO driver is loaded into memory and that a DPO

has been ATTACHed as Instrument Logical Unit Number 1. The message
will remain on the CRT until the displayed memory location is changed
either manually or under program control. Changing memory locations
permanently extinguishes the displayed message; thus to redisplay the
message, the PUT command must be reexecuted.LabelingDPOMemory Locations. In some cases, you may want to
attach a message to a P7001 waveform that will remain with the wave-
form for as long as it is stored in a particular memory location. By

using a labeled message, up to 34 characters of information may be
written into one of the four memory areas reserved for scale factors
and readout. The following format of PUT is used in labeling a memory
location:

‘a

: :eer ingevatiaule \ INTO #ilun, LABBUT ae expression
vowr
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This command stores the first 34 characters of the string variable or
string expression into one of these selected areas of memory: field OA

(for memory location A), field @B (for memory location B), field GC

(for memory location C), and field @D (for memory location D). If the
source string is less than 34 characters, the remainder of the loca-
tions are filled with nulls. The message is displayed beginning at the
lower left corner of the DPO CRT and is seen, along with the scale
factors and units, whenever the associated memory location is selected
for display.

As an example, the following commands will display "EXPERIMENT 1"

in the lower-left corner of the CRT if Memory Location A is selected:

A$="EXPERIMENT 1"\PUT A$ INTO #1,"LABA"

Again it is assumed that the DPO driver is loaded and that a DPO is AT.

TACHed as Instrument Logical Unit Number 1. The labeled message
appears whenever location A is selected and is not deleted by switch-
ing memory locations.AcquiringDPOReadout Information. Occasionally a need may arise
to input DPO readout information directly from the P7001 memory to con:

troller memory. A special format of the GET command allows this.
Before discussing this format of GET, however, let's take a brief look
at the conventions used in numbering the CRT readout channels.

As seen in Fig. 3-3, there are eight readout channels (each with
10 characters) on the DPO CRT. These are numbered 0 through 7 and each
one occupies a unique position on the CRT. For example, when a dual-
trace vertical plug-in is inserted in the extreme left-hand compart-
ment, the plug-in's CHANNEL 1 readout will appear in channel 0 on the
CRT and the plug-in's CHANNEL 2 readout will appear in channel 4 on
the CRT. On the other hand, when a horizontal (time base) plug-in is
inserted in the extreme right-hand compartment, the sweep speed set-
tings will appear in channel 3 on the CRT. (Nothing will appear in
channel 7 on the CRT; this is reserved for other uses.)
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PLUG-IN CH1

PLUG-INCH2 {

COMPARTMENTS
FOR PLUG-INS

Fig. 3-3. DPO CRT readout conventions.

Each ASCII readout channel of the four DPO waveforms can be read
using the GET command as follows:

variable
string variable number [,number][L]"GET { \ FROM #ilun, "CH vaowe>

In the above format, the "number" argument must be an integer between
0 and 7. It specifies which CRT readout channel is to be read from. If
two numbers are specified, the contents of the corresponding readout
channels are concatenated. This allows long strings of readout informa-
tion from digital plug-ins to be processed. When a variable is specifi-
ed as the destination, the numeric portion of the readout is returned.
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However, if the "L" argument is included, only the four least signifi-
eant digits are acquired. When a string variable is specified as the
destination, all characters (except spaces) after the numeric portion
of the channel are returned. The "ilun" and "CH" arguments specify
which DPO and Memory Locations are to be acquired from.

To illustrate this use of the GET statement, suppose that a wave-
form in Memory Location A has a vertical scale factor of 5 mV in CRT-

channel 0, a horizontal scale factor of 20 ms in CRT-channel 2, and a

zero reference of -3 DIV in CRT-channel 7. This is shown in Fig. 3-4.

Fig. 3-4. Example of CRT readout on DPO.

Under this condition, it is possible to GET the scale-factor in-
formation into the controller memory and PRINT it on the terminal.
Each of the following three examples illustrate this by showing the
statements and the resulting output.
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1) GET X FROM #1,"CHAO"\GET A$ FROM #1,"CHAO"\PRINT X,A$
5 ,@80GGE-G3 V

2) GET Y FROM #1,"CHA2"\GET B FROM #1,"CHA2"\PRINT Y,B$

@2S

3) GET Z FROM #1,"CHA7"\GET C$ FROM #1,"CHA7"\PRINT Z,C$
-3 DIV

The first example GETs the scale-factor information in CRT channel 0

of the waveform in Memory Location A. It then stores the floating-
point value in the variable X and stores the units (V for "volts") in
A$. Note that the m (for micro) prefix is inherent in the floating-
point value and therefore is not entered in A$. The second example
does the same as the first, except that CRT channel 2 is selected and
the floating-point value is stored in Y. This time the units stored in
B$ are s (for seconds). The third example GETs the baseline informa-
tion stored in CRT channel 7 and stores it in Z. Also, the units (DIV

for divisions) are stored in C$.

Consider another example where the readout from a TEKTRONIX 7D13

Digital Multimeter is stored in CRT channel 1 of Memory Location A. If
the readout of the multimeter is:

10.159

then the GET statements:

GET X FROM #1,"CHA1"\GET A$ FROM #1,"CHA1"

would store the readout from it. When the statement:

PRINT X,A$

is entered, the following output may be seen:
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O15E +4 @

Notice that the 2 symbol was changed to @ as noted in Table 3-2.
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